
SQUARESPACE 

LANDING PAGE 

GUIDE

Learn how to quickly build a

Squarespace landing page

using a cover page

template, form and thank

you page.



Step 1

Select A Cover Page Layout

 

A Squarespace cover page acts like a one-page website template, with features and style

settings that are different than a standard Squarespace website page. The cover page

layout and settings options you choose set the appearance of fonts, colors, and the overall

look of a single page. A Cover Page has the following attributes that make it ideal for a

landing page, 

No navigation. 

A large image and minimal text. 

A call to action button. 

A form for capturing contact information. 

 

1. Go to your website and press the escape button to access the Squarespace editor. 

2. In the home menu, click pages. 

3. In the pages panel, click the cover page icon. 

4. In the cover page menu panel, click change layout to browse all categories and designs. 

5. Choose a layout from the landing page category.

 

The Squarespace Landing Page Layouts are designed to highlight your brand and

encourage visitors to take an action. Choose from one of the following layouts, A quick

description of the layouts attributes are listed below but it's important to review each

layout and choose one that best fits your firm's brand. 

Card - We recommend card if this is your first time building a landing page 

Cover - A large image layout with a centered text overlay. Use a simple image 

Flash - A good choice for a vertical image and an obvious call to action 

Jacket - A large image layout with a right justified text overlay. Use a simple image 

Reveal - A large image layout with a left justified text overlay. Use a simple image 

Spotlight - A good choice for a vertical image and an obvious call to action 

Mission  - A large full-width image and text in the upper right 

Gazette - A large full-width image with text in the middle left. 

Trade - Three content areas with a larger logo in the upper right, call to action in the

upper left and text in the center 

 

Begin By Adding a Cover Page and Selecting a Layout 

 

Choosing a Cover Page Layout 

 

Cover Pages are Different Than Squarespace Website Page Layouts 

 



Step 2

Add A Logo Headline & Text

 

Your landing page must have content that reinforces your message and encourages a

conversion. A conversion is when a visitor clicks on the call to action button and fills out

your form, thus becoming a sales lead. All Squarespace landing page layouts have the

option of adding a logo, headline, and body text. 

 

1. Once a Layout is chosen, click the back button in the upper left-hand corner to return to

the cover page menu panel. 

2. Click on the branding & text button below the layout thumbnail image. 

3. Under branding choose either text or logo. 

 

When your logo was created, your designer should have provided three layout options for

your logo, a horizontal, square, and vertical or stacked format. Each of the above options

should have come in a black and white, grayscale and color version. You should also have  

a transparent .png, .jpg, and .eps version of your nine layouts. For a landing page design, we

recommend using a transparent .PNG in a horizontal format. If you do not have a

horizontal format logo you may want to use a text version of your company name. Due to

the logo height restriction on some Squarespace landing page layouts, square and vertical

format logos may appear small on the page.

 

4. If you have chosen Logo, click upload and select your logo using the search box or

drag and drop your logo in the upload box below Branding 

5. If you have negative space around your logo file that causes it to look small on the

page, click edit below your logo and use the Aviary tools to crop out any negative space 

6. Under Branding, select Text to display title text, like your name or business name, or

select Logo to upload a logo image. It's not possible to display a logo and title text at

the same time. If you select Text, this serves as the page’s main title.
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Adding Content To Your Landing Page 

 

Adding a Logo or Company Name to Your Landing Page 

 

On Logo Design and Formats 
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Add two to four lines of text in the box labeled Body. Body copy should provide your visitor

a reason to click on your call to action button, fill out the form and download the premium

content or offer you're exchanging for their contact information. The body is a good place

to mention the pain you're solving for your clients and to reinforce the solutions you

provide. It is also where you want to distinguish your firm with a unique sales proposition.

 

To ensure your landing page increases your lead conversion rate, it's important to choose

an image that fits your brand, supports your offer and looks professional. Your landing page

may be the first contact a prospective client has with your firm. Ensure the image you

choose conveys professionalism. Inexpensive poorly conceived stock photography or

illustrations will harm your brand faster than a typo in a headline on your homepage. If you

have to use stock images, ask the following before making a selection. 

 

Type Your Headline in the box below your logo. Keep your headline brief, direct and write

something that draws attention to the pain point and remedy used to attract the visitor to

your landing page. Be aware that depending on your chosen layout, the font size of your

headline will become smaller as you add more characters.
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Step 3

Add A Background Image or Video
 

Choose High-Quality Still Images 

 

Adding Body Copy To Your Landing Page 

 

Adding A Heading To Your Landing Page 

Have I seen this image before? Avoid using cliché images. 

Are the attributes in keeping with my brand? Color saturation, contrast, and sharpness

should be considered.

Has the image been manipulated in Photoshop or Lightroom? If so, can you match it

with all of your images or will this one stand out as different?

Is the image syntax timeless? Heavy post production HDR and Instagram-like filters will

date your images and harm your brand.
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The first step in choosing a background image is to spend some time looking your landing

page layout carefully. The location of your logo, headline, body copy, and call to action

button will guide your image choice. The cover page Layout named "Card" has all of the

above in a box in the center of the page. Consequently, you would want to choose an

image that does not have subject matter in the center of the frame. Consider the following

attributes when selecting a background image.

Landing Page images should be under 500kb in size or lower. Images larger than 500kb

affect your web page load speed and harm your site's search engine optimization. 

The width of horizontal images should be no smaller than 1500 pixels and no larger than

2500 pixels. Keep the height of your vertical images at 1500 pixels or less. 

Use images in .jpg, .gif, or .png format only. .pdf, .psd, .tff, and .doc files are not web-

compatible 

For search engine optimization purposes, name your image files before you upload

them. No one has ever searched online for DSC12987.

We recommend Photoshop Elements for image resizing, file reduction, color, contrast,

and lens distortion corrections. It's inexpensive, easy to use, and fast.

 

Once your background image is properly sized and named, upload them by following the

steps below.

 

Step 3 Continued ➙ 

 

1. Once you've added your Logo, Headline, and Body Text, click the Back Button in the

upper left-hand corner to return to the Cover Page Menu 

2. Click on the Media Button. You will see three buttons, Images, Video, and None. Click on

Images. 

3. Click upload and select your image using the search box or drag and drop your image

into the box 

4. Once your image loads, move your cursor over the image until you see a black box with a

Gear, Pencil and Trash Can icons. Click on the Configure Gear. 

5. Add an image description in the box that can be used as Alt text for search engine

optimization. 

6. Move your cursor over the image and use the white circle to adjust the focal point of your

image so that it fits within your background.

 

Steps for Uploading a Still Background Image

 

Sizing and Labeling Photographs and Illustrations 
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Mobile browsers don't support background videos. Display a mobile fallback image in

place of the background video on mobile devices. 

In most cover page layouts, videos play in a full-bleed background behind the cover

page's content, extending to the edges of the browser.

 

Squarespace does not support direct video uploads to their servers. Instead, Squarespace

supports built-in options for embedding videos that are hosted on YouTube and Vimeo.

This approach helps your site load faster, enables visitors to share your videos, and provides

multiple options for video hosting. Consider the following when choosing to use video as a

background to your landing page. 

 

 

Background videos play on loop without sound. They add a powerful visual effect to your

landing page. We strongly suggest using videos as an ambient visual element that supports

your brand. Background videos are not intended to be watched per se, they are an

aesthetic design element that sets the tone for the page. The look of background videos

can be manipulated within Squarespace by using settings that abstract the image. This

can help ensure your logo, headline, body copy and call to action don't get lost on the

page. The goal of a landing page, after all, is to convert visitors to leads, not show a narrative

video. 
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Settings and Steps When Using a YouTube Hosted Video 

Create or log into a YouTube account.

Upload a video or find one you've already uploaded.

Ensure the video is set to Unlisted/Public and allows embedding.

Copy the video's share URL. 

 

Settings and Steps When Using a Vimeo Hosted Video 

Create or log into a Vimeo account.

Upload a video or find one you've already uploaded.

Ensure the video is set to Anyone and allows embedding.

Copy the video's share URL. 

Background Video Hosting 

Choosing A Background Video 
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There are two options for changing the look of your videos, filter and playback speed. Filters

allow you to stylize the look of video's appearance and to ensure your logo, headline, body

copy and call to action button are easily read on the screen. You can adjust the strength of

the filter using the slider. The available filters include,  

 

It's a good idea to have uploaded your video to either YouTube or Vimeo before proceeding

with the steps below. Have your video hosting page open in a separate tab so that you can

access the shareable URL or embed code. The first few steps below are similar to loading a

still background image. 

 

1. Once you've added your logo, headline, and body text to your landing page, click the

back button in the upper left-hand corner to return to the cover page menu. 

2. Click on the Media Button. You will see three buttons, images, video, and none. Click on

video. 

3. Go to your YouTube page and select and copy your videos shareable URL. 

4. On your Squarespace media area paste the video's URL into the box located below the

title Video URL. 

5. Scroll to the bottom of the media area until you see the mobile fallback Image uploader.

Mobile devices will not display your video. To compensate for the lack of video on mobile

we recommend using a backup still image. You can add an image by clicking on upload

an image or drag and drop an image to the uploader. If left blank, a background color will

display. 

6. Save in the upper left-hand corner.
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Blur - Use to reduce or increase the sharpness or softness of your video 

Brightness - Increase or decrease the overall lightness or darkness of your video 

Contrast - Make blacks and whites gray or diminish the gray areas of your video. 

Invert - Change all colors of your video to a color that is opposite on a color wheel 

Opacity - Increase or decrease a video overlay color from transparent to opaque 

Saturate - Change the color of your video to muted or vibrant  

Sepia - Create a warm brown tint for an antique look 

 

Changing The Look of Your Video with Playback Speed and Filters 

 

Steps for Uploading a Video Background Image 
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To add a filter: Click the Filter drop-down menu in the Video tab, chose a style and move

the slider bar to increase or decrease the effect and then click save. 

 

Playback Speed increases and decreases the speed of your video. If you’re using a YouTube

video URL, you can change the Playback Speed to one of four options.  

 

A Squarespace action is called a button, link or a form. They are used to link to

downloadable content, a web page, blog sign up, shopping cart or form. Form Actions

are most often used on Landing Pages to move visitors directly to a form where they

can exchange contact information for a guide, brochure, video or to encourage people

to sign up to receive a blog sent through email. Providing downloadable assets helps

prospects better understand your process and services and overcome a pain point your

prospect may experience while determining whether or not to use your firm. Tracking

which assets are popular gives you insight into the questions clients have about your

firm. The goal of an action on a landing page is to convert a visitor into a lead. 

 

You can add up to two Buttons, five Navigation links or a Form Action on a

Squarespace Cover Page. For lead capture, we recommend using the Form Action to

take a visitor to a form that can be built within your Landing Page. 
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0.5x (slow) 

1x (normal) 

1.5x (faster) 

2x (fastest) 

 

To change the Playback Speed click on one of the four boxes marked with the different

speeds and then click save. The background video default speed is 1x, or a normal pace.

Click save in the upper left-hand corner of the page. 

 

Step 4

Add An Action
 

What is an Action? 
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Steps For Creating an Action on a Landing Page 

 

 

1. Click Back in the upper left-hand corner to return to the Cover Page panel 

2. Click on the Action button 

3. Under Select Action Type, choose Buttons. 

4. Add a button label in the first field that explains the action you're asking of a visitor 

5. Click on the URL field to the right and choose either Files, External or Content. 

6. The Files tab allows you to link a downloadable file like a PDF. To use a previously

uploaded file, click Existing File and select the appropriate file. To add a new file, drag and

drop your file to the uploader. Check Open in New Window. 

7. To link to an external webpage click on External and paste the page URL into the box.

Use External if you are linking to a blog article on your website. 

8. To link to a page within your website, click on Content and select the page you want to

link too. 

9. Click Save at the top of the Cover Page panel to publish all changes. 

Navigation links direct visitors to a different page within your website or to an external

website. You can add up to five navigation links to a Cover Page. Navigation Links appear as

text. 

 

1. Click Back in the upper left-hand corner to return to the Cover Page panel 

2. Click Action in the Cover Page panel. 

3. Under Select Action Type, choose Navigation. 

4. Click on the URL field to the right and choose either Files, External or Content. 

6. The Files tab allows you to link a downloadable file like a PDF. To use a previously

uploaded file, click Existing File and select the appropriate file. To add a new file, drag and

drop your file to the uploader. Check Open in New Window. 

7. To link to an external webpage click on External and paste the page URL into the box.

Use External if you are linking to a blog article on your website. 

8. To link to a page within your website, click on Content and select the page you want to

link too. 

9. Click Save at the top of the Cover Page panel to publish all changes. 
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Option 2 - Adding Navigation Links to Your Landing Page 

 

 

Option 1 - Adding a Button To Your Landing Page 
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If you're seeking to capture leads with your landing page, use the Form Action. When using

the Action form for lead capture, we recommend keeping your form brief. Asking a visitor

to fill out a long form will result in them leaving the page before they submit the

information. There is a limit of thirty fields for forms connected to MailChimp. We also

recommend this limit.  

 

1.  Click Back in the upper left-hand corner to return to the cover page panel 

2.  Click on the action button 

3.  In the box under form, add a button label in the first field that explains the action you're

asking of a visitor 

4.  Click on the edit form button and a new window will open. Title your form in the form

name box at the top. 

5.  You will see to large content areas. Manage form fields is where you will add and

delete fields. The area to the right is a preview of your form. 

6.  By default, the form will contain fields for name, email address, subject, and message.

You can delete the fields you choose not to use by clicking on the trash can to the right.  

7.  Choose the form fields you require filled out by a visitor by clicking on the plus sign (+) at

the bottom of the mange form fields box. A new window will open where you will find

nineteen options. Clicking on an option will close the window and automatically populate

the form with the field of your choice. 

8.  We recommend choosing the hidden option as one of your fields. The hidden field

passes a query parameter that is unseen by the visitor. This is useful for tracking referral

sources. Use a single word or string of words without spaces such as the name you've given

your form. 

9. Once you have chosen your form fields, click on storage at the top right of the window.

You will see three boxes. An email box, a Google Drive box, and a MailChimp box.  

    A.  Add your email address in the first box to receive the form submissions.  

    B.  Choose Google Drive if you want the form submission data to be stored in Google        

    Drive. When you click on the Google Drive box a new window will open                                

    requesting your permission to connect the form to your Google Drive account.  

    C. Choose MailChimp if you have set up a MailChimp Account and Plan to send                

    e-newsletters or drip marketing campaigns to your contacts. 
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Option 3 - Adding a Call to Action Button and Form To Your Landing Page 
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10.  Click on Advanced in the upper right-hand corner of the window. In the Submit Button

Label add the text for your forms button. It will be prepopulated with Submit.  

11.  In the box below, type in an inline thank you message. This message lets the visitor

know that their form has been submitted.  See below. 

We recommend using a separate thank you page in place of an inline message. Building a

separate thank you page requires a line of custom code. Having a separate thank you

page keeps visitors engaged in your website and the additional click-throughs help with

search engine optimization and it is essential if you're tracking your landing page results

with a third party software.

 

12. Add a Separate Thank You Page  

 

This step is essential. A thank you page that opens when a visitors fills out a form and clicks

submit is required if you're tracking your landing page results, 

 

About Adding Custom Code 

Adding custom code to your site is an advanced modification that falls outside of the

scope of Squarespace support. Changes made by Squarespace to your template may

cause problems with the code.  If you have questions about adding code or you would like

an alternative to the above-suggested code for opening a thank you page, visit

answers.squarespace.com Squarespace Answers is a peer-to-peer forum dedicated to

answering questions about the Squarespace platform, specifically, issues related to coding 

 

A. Build a Thank You Page in the Pages Hidden section of your main website. On this page,

include an image of the cover of your downloadable offer and link the image to the PDF

file. Set it to open in a new window. Include an e-newsletter signup form as well ass

additional links to relevant blog articles. Title the page ThankYou and save the page.  

 

    The result will be an URL for the page that looks like this,                                                          

       https//www.yourwebsite.com/thank-you.  

     

(The root URL, "yourwebsite.com" in the above is not what the URL will be. It will be your

website's URL. If you choose something other than "Thank You" for your page name, the    

URL will end in your choice of title and not /thank-you. 

 

B. Add a line of code in the Advanced section of your Cover Page. To add code to the

Advanced section of your Cover Page, open the page settings in the Pages panel by

hovering over the page title and clicking the Configure Gear. In the upper right-hand

corner click on Advanced. 
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Cut and paste the code in red below. Replace the URL in blue with the URL you've created

for the "thank you" or post submit page on your website.The advanced  

   

<script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1/jquery.min.js"></script> 

<script> 

var eventposted = 0; 

$(document).ready(function() { 

 $('a.open-form-button').click(function() { 

   console.log("Button clicked"); 

   window.setInterval(foo, 1000); 

 }); 

}); 

function foo() { 

 if (($(".form-submission-text").is(':visible')) && (eventposted == 0)) { 

   console.log("perform redirect"); 

   eventposted=1; 

   window.location.href = "https://www.yourwebsite.com/thank-you"; 

    

 } 

} 

</script> 

 

13. Click Save in the lower right-hand

side of the window. 

 

The code sample was provided by

Colin Irwin www.silvabokis.com
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Follow these instructions if you insist on adding social media icons and links to your

landing page. 

1. Click Back in the upper left-hand corner to return to the Cover Page panel 

2. Click on Social Icons and a new panel will open 

3. Click on the button that is labeled Display Social Icons 

 

Squarespace Cover Pages have an option for adding Social Media icons that link to your

social media pages. We strongly advise against adding social links to a landing page. Here's

why. With all of your marketing efforts directed at attracting prospects to your website,

why, just at the moment you are about to convert your visitor to a lead, would you

encourage them to leave your website? Just don't do it. 

Social Media Buttons and Landing Pages 

Social Media Links

Step 6

Styling Your Landing Page
 

Squarespace Cover Pages Need To Be Styled 
  
Unlike your Squarespace websites primary pages, the style of a Cover Page is not controlled

by the Style Editor for the site. Each Cover Page you use to build a Landing Page must be

styled within the Cover Page Style Panel.  Having separate style control over your Landing

Page enables you to use color, font and the formal layout of the page to encourage an

action by your visitor. In the Style panel, you can change and adjust the design of the

following, 

Change fonts and colors. 

Choose button shapes and colors. 

Position text over background images. 

Adjust the size and appearance of social icons. 

Set the color that appears as your Cover Page loads. 

Customize layout-specific features, like maps, audio players, and videos. 
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Cover Page Style Options 

Just like when first building your website page, the Cover Page comes with a placeholder

style that should be changed. Having the flexibility to change the style to any design does

not mean you should abandon your brand identity. When styling your landing page, we

recommend you open two tabs in your web browser each opened to your websites

control panel. The landing page you're working on should be in one tab and the second

tab should have your website's style editor. This will allow you to copy the exact attributes

of the fonts, buttons, colors, and overall design from your main website and apply them

to your landing page. If you want your landing page to look integrated and professional,

brand consistency is crucial.  
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Media (not available in Location layouts) - Set Style as Full or Grid and customize Grid

appearance. Check Auto Overlay Color and Auto Loading Color, or uncheck and set

colors for each. See more about Loading Color below. 

Buttons - Set the font, style, and color of any buttons. 

Social Icons - Set the style and color of social icons. 

Audio Controls (Audio layouts only) - Set the style of the player and the font and color of

the tracks. 

Video Controls (Video layouts only) - Set the style and color of the player. 

Map (Location layouts only) - Set the map style. 

Twitter (Twitter layouts only) - Set the font, style, and color of tweets (Body) and Twitter

handle (Name and Meta) text. 

Step 6



7. Background - Set the background color (visible if not using an image or video) and the

page border options. This option lets you display a separate background color while your

regular background color or image loads. You’ll also see this color when transitioning

through images in a slideshow. 

8. Video Background - Set the background color (visible if not using an image or video) and

the page border options. 

9. Button - Using the options below the title, change the size, style, shape, and color. 

10. Social Icons - Using the options below the title,  change the font, style, shape, and color. 

 

 

These are instructions for using the Card Template. Selections will change depending on

your choice of a template as well as options you've chosen and changes made using the

prior controls in the Branding & Text, Media, Action, and Social Icons panels. 

 

1. Click Back in the upper left-hand corner to return to the Cover Page panel 

2. Scroll to the bottom of the panel and click on Style and a new panel will open. You will

see the following design controls. 

3. Positioning - Place the Content on the page in the left, center, right, or top, middle, or

bottom of the page. 

4. Branding - Set the font and color of your company name or adjust the image height of

your logo. 

5. Headline - Set the font and color of your Headline. 

6. Body - Set the font and color of your body copy. 

 

Instructions For Adjusting the Style of your Landing Page. 
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Final Steps
 

Building a Squarespace landing page will help you convert visitors browsing your website

into leads. There are two more steps you can take to know if your page is working

optimally. To do this you will need to set up a third party analytics program and create

multiple versions of your landing and thank you page.  

 

Landing Page Analytics 

 
Clicky is a software service that allows you to monitor the effectiveness of your landing

page by embedding a simple piece of code on your Squarespace website. With Clicky, you

can set up goals for your thank you page so that you can easily see the number of visitors

who fill out your form on your landing page, click submit and see your thank you page. 
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mc@means-of-production.com 

(603) 289-6616  

www.means-of-production 

A/B Testing Your Landing Page 

  

A/B Testing a landing page built using a Squarespace Cover Page is easy. Simply duplicate

the page and give it new name. Try different headlines, button colors, and body copy.

Remember to duplicate the Thank You page and ad the page slug to your Clicky Goals

dashboard. 

 

Do You Need Help Setting Up Your Landing Page? 

  

If you find that correctly setting up a landing page is complicated and you would prefer it

be built for you, please don't hesitate to contact me at mc@means-of-production.com

or (603) 289-6616. In most cases, we can have your page up within 24 hours. 

 

Final Steps

About Michael Conway 

Michael Conway is the founder of Means-of-Production in Webster NH, which provides

marketing services to architects, interior designers, design-build remodelers, landscape

contractors and companies where place is an important part of their identity. Michael

helps clients promote their services using visual content, thoughtful messaging and

automated marketing. He believes that efficiency and data is key to effective online

marketing, and founded the agency for two reasons: marketing should be enjoyable,

focused on the needs of a prospect and not annoying; and marketing should be devoted

to better understanding the role of architecture within our culture and promoting the

value of a sense of place. Michael holds a BFA from The Art Institute of Boston and an MFA

from Vermont College.. 

 


